Natural gradient learning is an efficient and principled method for improving on-line learning. In practical applications there will be an increased cost required in estimating and inverting the Fisher information matrix. We propose to use the matrix momentum algorithm in order to carry out efficient inversion and study the efficacy of a single step estimation of the Fisher information matrix. We analyse the proposed algorithms in a two-layer neural network, using a statistical mechanics framework which allows us to describe analytically the learning dynamics, and compare performance with true natural gradient learning and standard gradient descent.
INTRODUCTION
On-line learning is a popular method for training multi-layer feed-forward neural networks, where network parameters are updated according to only the latest in a sequence of training examples. On-line methods can be beneficial in terms of both storage and computation time, and also 4-low for temporal changes in the task being learned. An overview of on line learning methods in neural networks can be found in [I].
Natural gradient learning (21 was recently
proposed by Amari as a more principled alternative to standard on-line gradient descent. The natural gradient method makes use of the Riemannian metric given by the Fisher information matrix to optimise the learning dynamics. The idea is to convert the covariant gradient into the contravariant form, obtained by pre-multiplying the standard gradient with the inverse of the Fisher information matrix. Natural gradient learning is proved to be Fisher efficient [2] , implyscarpettaQna.infn.it, rnagnusQcs.rnan.ac.uk, saaddQaston.ac.uk ing that it has asymptotically the same performance as the optimal batch estimation of parameters; moreover, this learning algorithm can also provide improved performance over standard gradient descent during the transient stages of learning, with improved scaling of learning time against task complexity [3] . In practical applications there will be an increased cost required in estimating and inverting the Fisher information matrix. Determining this matrix on-line is difficult as we require an average over the distribution of inputs in order to calculate it. Even if the Fisher information matrix can be computed on-line, inverting it will be computationally costly when our network is large. This is particularly undesirable when we consider that computational efficiency is one of the principal reasons for using on-line methods. An on-line matrix momentum (MM) algorithm [4, 51 was recently introduced in order to invert an estimate of the Hessian efficiently online. We propose to use this method to compute the inverse of the Fisher information matrix as required for natural gradient learning. This method is particularly efficient since the inversion is replaced by a matrix-vector multiplication which can be carried out by a back-propagation step [4] .
The aim of this paper is twofold. First, we employ a theoretical framework, recently developed [6] for studying the learning dynamics of on-line learning in order to study the performance of MM using the averaged Fisher information matrix. Second, we use the same theoretical framework to examine performance using a single pattern estimation of the Fisher information matrix.
NATURAL GRADIENT
Consider a mapping from an in ut space i$ E RN onto a scalar $JJ(~$) = Ci=l g(JT<), which defines a soft committee machine (we call this the 'student' network), where J 2 { J~} I <~< K is the set of input to hidden weights and the hidden to output weights are set to one. We choose g(x) 5 e r f ( x / d ) to be the activation function of the hidden units. We can then define a Gaussian noise model for output <, , given input < which is parameterised by J ,
(1) Let (<",<") be the p-th input-output pair in a sequence of training examples. The activatio? of the student hidden node i under presentation of the input pattern <" is denoted xf = JT<". The training error at each learning iteration is taken to be proportional to the log-likelihood of the current example under our noise model, € J ( < " , < " ) e $(C" -E,"=, g(xr))2 and the most basic learning algorithm is to adapt the student weights in the negative gradient direction of this error at each iteration. A more principled learning algorithm can be defined by viewing the manifold of models as a Reimannian space in which local distance is defined by the KLdivergence. The
Fisher information matrix G defines the appropriate metric in this space [7] ,
where the brackets denote an average over Crn, according to equation (l), followed by an average over the input distribution. Let G , k be block ( 2 , IC) of the Fisher information, which for our network is:
The natural gradient direction is found by pre-multiplying the training error gradient by the inverse of this matrix.
When components of < are selected independently at each iteration from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution-with unit variance, the matrix G can be computed analytically, and, for our particular choice of acti-.vation function, we find, [3]
+ ( I f Q t t ) J k J ; f -Q t k ( J I J T + J k J T ) ] } (5)
with Q l k
When the pdf of the input is unknown, we should estimate the average on the basis of an empirically estimate input distribution. However, it is difficult to implement the natural gradient descent method as an on-line algorithm in this way. In some cases it will be possible to estimate the input pdf on-line, and Yang & Amari [7] discuss methods of preprocessing training examples to obtain a whitened Gaussian process for the inputs in this case.
For N >> K this gives efficient inversion, but this will not be possible in general.
GENERAL FRAMEWORK
We use a statistical mechanics description of the learning process [6] which is exact in the limit of large input dimension N and provides an accurate model of mean behaviour for realistic values of N . Training examples are of the form (<", <"), as introduced in the previous section, where p = 1,2,. . . labels each independently drawn example in a sequence. The output <" is given by a teacher which may be corrupted by output noise and is of a similar configuration to the student except for a possible difference in the number M of hidden units: '(" = E,"==, g (B;f<") + @', where B E { B n } 1 s n <~ is the set of input to hidden adaptive weights for teacher hidden nodes and p" is zero-mean Gaussian noise of variance a2. Due to the flexibility of this teacher mapping we can represent a variety of learning scenarios within this theoretical framework [8] . The activation of hidden node n in the teacher under presentation of the input pattern <" is denoted y," = B:<".
In the natural gradient algorithm the weight update at each iteration is given by:
and the learning rate 71 has been scaled with the input size N . Notice that knowl-edge of the teacher noise variance is not required to execute this algorithm. Assuming a Gaussian input distribution it is then possible to derive equations of motion, for both gradient descent [6] and natural gradient learning [3] , for a set of order parameters
Rin, and (YnYm) = B;B, z Trim, measuring overlaps between student and teacher vectors. These order parameters are necessary and sufficient to determine the generalisation error fg = (EJ(<",<"))(~). The equations of motion are in the form of coupled first order differential equations for the order parameters with respect to the normalised number of examples Q = p / N and we can integrate them numerically in order to determine the evolution of the generalisation error. In the following sections we will show how the inclusion of an extra set of macroscopics allows equations to also be determined for natural gradient MM.
NATURAL GRADIENT MATRIX MOMENTUM
A heuristic which is sometimes useful in batch learning is to include a momentum term in the basic gradient descent algorithm. For on-line gradient descent learning with momentum we have, one might then expect that the learning rate rescaling described above results in an effective matrix learning rate qeff = qoA-' (see [5] for an analysis of the dynamics in the case where A is the Hessian matrix). We will choose A proportional to the Fisher information matrix, so that by making k large we expect to retrieve natural gradient learning. In order to solve the dynamics we define a new set of variables = N(Jp -J f -I ) , so that the learning step can be described as a first order process:
This gives rise to a new set of Gaussian fields related to the new variable: 2," = sZT(". As in (91, we define a new set of order parameters relating the new momentum variables: (Z&) = fi2;rSlk E C,k, (zlyn) =
In the following sections we derive and discuss the differential equations describing the evolution of the order parameters, both for the true averaged Fisher information matrix and for a crude on-line estimate.
or+' = (pn]; + q 6 y .
nTBn E Din, and ( x , Z k ) = J T n k E Elk. 
MM with averaged Fisher information matrix
In order to obtain dynamics equivalent to natural gradient descent we choose A = (Aij(<))(c)l as given in eqn. lihood predictors [ll] . The best asymptotic performance that is possible to obtain with gradient descent, by an appropriate annealing of the learning rate, was determined in [12] (upper dotted line). We see that natural gradient matrix momentum also saturates the universal bounds on asymptotic performance, equalling the natural gradient asymptotic decay independent from the choice of k , providing a significant improvement even over optimised gradient descent. Matrix momentum therefore provides an efficient approximation to natural gradient method when the Fisher information matrix is known. In the next section we consider MM algorithm with an online approximation to the Fisher information.
MM with single patteqn Fisher informat ion
In order to define a practical on-line algorithm in the case when the input distribution is unknown and far from being Gaussian, we need some approximation to the Fisher information which can be determined on-line. The simplest such approximation is to use a single training example estimation; that is we no longer average the expressions in eqs. 
4,
All averages can be carried out explicitly to provide a closed set of equations of motion.
In Fig. 2 we examine the dependence of this single pattern estimation method to the choice of k . We see that choosing k too large ( k = 2.1, dash line) may lead to potentially uncontrolled behaviour, (due to fluctuations in the single pattern estimate) and k too small ( k = 0.5, dotted line) may lead to a long transient time. As we approach intermediate values of k we obtain good performance ( k = 1.4, dash-dot line), that, especially in noisy and overealizable tasks, provides an improvement over gradient descent. In the inset we compare the single pattern MM natural gradient method ( k = 0.8, verr = 0.1, dash-dot line) with optimal gradient descent (dotted line), and natural gradient learning (a = 0.1, solid line), for a noisy task, showing a reduction in learning time over gradient descent but not equalling the performance of natural gradient learning. In Fig. 4 we compare the generalisation error asymptotic decay for natural gradient descent (lower bound), optimal gradient descent (upper dotted line) and the single pattern MM for various values of k . We see that the prefactor of the asymptotic decay for single pattern MM increases when k increases. We suspect that this is due to the strong fluctuations in the single pattern estimate, enhanced by large values of k . As k decreases, the asymptotic decay converges close to the optimal bound, but it takes longer to reach this asymptotic regime. In the inset we show that annealing k results in a trajectory which converges rapidly to the optimal bound. Fur-ther work is required t.0 determine the optimal and maximal values of k and vcr analytically, using methods from [12] , since we have shown here that performance is strongly dependent on the parameter choice.
CONCLUSIONS
The natural gradient learning algorithm is efficient, and provides a significant improvement over conventional on-line training methods; however, its complexity is generally high due to the computation required for inverting the Fisher information matrix. Here we have shown that an efficient inversion may be achieved using the matrix momentum algorithm. We also exploited the theoretical framework to study the efficiency of the single pattern estimation of the Fisher information matrix. It turns out that good performance is still possible but with some sensitivity to parameter choice, due to noise in the Fisher information estimate. It will be essential to consider more sophisticated on-line approximations to the Fisher information, which might provide greater robustness to the choice of parameters. The present formalism provides an ideal theoretical framework in which to consider such adaptations.
